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Early prostate cancer is not associated with any particular set of symptoms. Sizeable percentages of men are
lost over the course of these studies due to death or disease progression. Selected cross-sectional studies of
men with localized prostate cancer have revealed correlates of general HRQoL see Table 1. Therapies for
advanced disease have also been compared see Table 2. Incidence and outcomes of ventral hernia repair after
robotic retropubic prostatectomy: A retrospective cohort of consecutive cases. Nonetheless, while men with
metastases report many sexual problems both before and while they are on treatment, they report only a
moderate level of distress associated with these problems Litwin et al. Campbell-Walsh Urology. At the time
of the study, all men were being treated with CAB for at least 1 month. In: Abeloff's Clinical Oncology.
Furthermore, Joly et al. At issue here is whether hormone therapy should be started immediately in men with
advanced disease or whether it should be deferred, due to its potential negative effects, until disease
progression is clearly evident. Note, however, that men in the aforementioned studies were assessed within a
year of treatment, whereas those in the Fossa study had all been diagnosed at least one year prior to the study
period. Prostate cancer begins when normal cells in the prostate gland transform into cancer cells; the reason
behind this transformation is unknown. Accessed Feb. Recent Findings Researchers are still trying to develop
new and effective ways of diagnosing and treating cancer because of the unreliability of PSA testing and
inadequate treatment options for many patients. Hormone therapy does not cure cancer, but it is used to slow
the growth of cancer and relieve symptoms of the patients. Perez and colleagues Perez et al. Niederhuber JE,
et al. Men who were observed in this study reported adequate functioning in all domains shortly after
diagnosis, providing further evidence that any deficits in general HRQoL are treatment-related. Sclerosis of
the bones of the thoracic spine due to prostate cancer metastases CT image Sclerosis of the bones of the
thoracic spine due to prostate cancer metastases CT image Sclerosis of the bones of the pelvis due to prostate
cancer metastases Prevention[ edit ] Diet and lifestyle[ edit ] The data on the relationship between diet and
prostate cancer is poor. Like hormone therapy, the removal of testes cannot cure cancer. At 1â€”2 months after
treatment initiation, the hormone therapy group reported lower interest in and enjoyment of sexuality than the
deferred treatment group, though both groups reported at least some problems in these areas. The Gleason
system is used to grade prostate tumors from 2 to 10, where a Gleason score of 10 indicates the most
abnormalities. Gunderson LL, et al. The upregulation of BCL-2 after androgen ablation in prostate carcinoma
cell lines and in a castrated-male rat model further established a connection between BCL-2 expression and
prostate cancer progression. Other important factors are age, general health, and a person's views about
potential treatments and their possible side effects. Cryosurgery is the treatment of localized cancer by
freezing and destroying the prostate. Litwin and colleagues found that the biggest improvements in general
HRQoL in the year after CAB or orchiectomy were in emotional, role-emotional, and social well-being. Many
of the risk factors for prostate cancer are more common in developed countries, including longer life
expectancy and diets higher in red meat. Prostate cancer. Nerve-sparing prostatectomy procedures appear to
preserve erectile function in certain men Catalona and Bigg, ; Catalona and Dresner, ; Eggleston and Walsh, 
Fort Washington, Pa. Advanced disease Bowel problems are infrequent in men treated for advanced prostate
cancer see Table 2 Litwin et al. There is renewed interest in this area, due to the technological advancements.
Prostate cancer is divided into 4 stages of development.


